[Three dimensional structure of the dimeric gene-engineered variant of green fluorescent protein EGFP-K162Q in P6(1) crystal space group].
The crystal structure of the dimeric green fluorescent protein EGFP-K162Q with C-terminal deletion MDELYK (EGFPv) has been determined in space group P6 at resolution 1.34 A. The obtained structure has been compared with that of the monomeric form of EGFP (green biomarker with enhanced photophysical properties) determined in other crystal space group P2(1)2(1)2(1) at resolution 1.50 and 1.35 A [1, 2]. Two subunits in the EGFPv structure are packed at 75 degrees with the contact surface approximately 800 A2. The dimeric structure is stabilized by six hydrogen bonds and the central hydrophobic core built of six residues. The RMSD value for Calpha atoms of 3-230 residues in the superimposed P61 and P2(1)2(1)2(1) structures is 0.55 A. The distinguishing feature of EGFPv- P6(1) structure, compared with that of EGFP-P2(1)2(1)2(1), is the noticeable difference in orientation of the Glu222 side chain and also new conformation of the loop fragment 155-159 with deviations among the Calpha atoms of superimposed structures reaching for Lys156 - 4.6 A and Lys158 - 5.5 A